In the present study, mixed convection flow was investigated by Lattice Boltzmann method in a square lid-driven cavity utilizing nanofluid in presence of cubic obstacle. The fluid in the cavity was a water-based nanofluid containing Cu nanoparticles. The study was carried out for a constant Rayleigh number 10 , the Richardson number ranging from 0.1 to 10 and the solid volume fraction ranging from 0 to 0.03.
INTRODUCTION
thermal conductivity of base fluid. Masuda et al. [10] The lid-driven cavity problem has been extensively dispersed ultra-fine (nano size) particles in liquids. Soon used as a benchmark case for evaluation of numerical thereafter, Choi [11] was the first to coin the term solution algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] . Moallemi and Jang [5] have "nanofluids" for this new class of fluids with superior studied the effect of Prandtl number and Reynolds thermal properties. Khanafer et al. [12] have investigated number on the flow and thermal characteristics in a the heat transfer enhancement in a two-dimensional rectangular cavity. Experimental results have been enclosure utilizing nanofluids for a range of Grashof reported by Prasad and Koseff [6] on mixed convection numbers and volume fractions. It was found that the heat process in a cavity for a different Richardson number transfer across the enclosure was found to increase with ranging from 0.1 to 1000. Rahnama and Farhadi [7] studied the volumetric fraction of the copper nanoparticles in the effect of radial fins on turbulent natural convection in water for different Grashof number. Jou and Tzeng [13] an annulus. The effect of fin numbers and length were have conducted a numerical attempt to simulate the investigated over the heat transfer. Leong et al. [8] have natural convection in a rectangular cavity with two studied heat transfer in a mixed convection open cavity different aspect ratios for just Cu-water nanofluid. They subjected to an external flow. The Reynolds and Grashof simulated the flow field in aspect ratios where the numbers and aspect ratio were varied from 1 to 2000, 0 to convection heat transfer is dominant than conduction 10 and 0.5 to 4, respectively. Darzi et al [9] have heat transfer, but they didn't report the details of heat 6 investigated the effect of the fins on mixed convection in transfer enhancement. Talebi et al. [14] have lid driven cavity for various Richardson number and demonstrated a numerical study of laminar mixed different height and number of fins. They found that heat convection through copper-water nanofluid in square transfer enhancement occurs in low fin height and high cavity for different Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers. Richardson number. In recent years, nanofluids have
One of the suitable methods that have been used in attracted more attention for cooling in various industrial the recent years is the Lattice Boltzmann method. It was applications because of remarkable increase in effective used for simulation of the flow field and thermal have reported on enhanced thermal conductivity of and Eq. (4) for flow and temperature fields, respectively In the present study LBM approach is used to [14] . simulate mixed convection flow utilizing nanofluids in a square lid-driven cavity with presence of cubic obstacle. and f for g, are assigned in this model. The density and distribution functions i.e. the f and g, are calculated by solving the Lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE), which is a special discretization of the kinetic Boltzmann equation. After introducing BGK approximation, the general form of lattice Boltzmann equation with external force can be written as [9] :
For the Flow Field:
For the Temperature Field:
Where t denotes lattice time step, c is the discrete lattice relaxation time for the flow and temperature fields.
The kinetic viscosity and the thermal diffusivity , are defined in terms of their respective relaxation times, i.e. and , respectively. Note that the limitation 0.5 < should be satisfied for both relaxation times to ensure that viscosity and thermal diffusivity are Where w is a weighting factor, is the lattice fluid k compared to the fluid speed of sound. In the present study, the characteristic velocity was selected as 0.1 of sound speed.Finally, macroscopic variable can be calculated in terms of these variables, with the following formulas for flow density, momentum and temperature, respectively [15] .
Lattice Boltzmann Model for Nanofluid: In order to simulate the nanofluid by the lattice Boltzmann method, Because of the inter particle potentials and other forces on the nanoparticles, the nanofluid behaves differently from the pure liquid from the mesoscopic point of view and is of high efficiency in energy transport as well as desired stabilization than the common solid-liquid mixture. For pure fluid in absence of nanoparticles in the cavity, the governed equations are Eqs. (1-6). However, for modeling the nanofluid because of changing in the fluid thermal conductivity, density, heat capacitance and thermal expansion, some of the governed equations should be changed. The thermal diffusivity is written as [17] : 
The effective density of nanofluid is defined as [17] :
Whereas the heat capacitance of the nanofluid and part of the Boussinesq term are [17] : (9) (10) With being the volume fraction of the solid particles Fig. 1 : Computational domain of present study. and subscripts f, nf and s stand for base fluid, nanofluid and solid particle, respectively. The effective viscosity of nanofluid was introduced by Brinkman [25] as Eq. (11). (11) The effective thermal conductivity of nanofluid was given by Patel et al. [26] as Eq. (12). (12) Where c is constant and must be determined experimentally, A / A and Pe here is defined as:
Where d is solid particles diameter that is assumed to be p equal to 100 nm in this study, d is the molecular size of f liquid that is taken as 2Å for water. The Brownian motion velocity is defined as [14] :
Where c is Boltzmann constant. The local and average Nusselt numbers are defined as follows: Where L is the length of obstacle.è is dimensionless temperature and it is calculated as:
The dimensionless relaxation time for velocity and thermal fields which are determined by the nanofluid properties as follows [15] :
(19) (20) That lbm subscript determines the lattice scale. This procedure is the same as Das et al. [27] and Wang et.al [28] .
Computational Domain:
In the simulation of model, the flow is assumed steady, two dimensional, incompressible and laminar. The computational domain is considered a lid driven cavity with a square obstacle which located at the center of cavity (Figure 1 ).
Square side is 0.2 as cavity side. The distance of square center from the floor of the cavity ranges from 0.25H to 0.75H. All cavity walls are adiabatic except the top cold wall (T ) and the obstacle is maintained at c constant high temperature (T ). The properties of copper h nano particles and water as base fluid are given in Table 1 . [12] as shown in Figure 2 . For further validation, mixed convection is simulated in a lid driven cavity which is filled with nanofluid and average Nusselt number is compared with Fig. 3 : Comparison of the average Nusselt number along Talebi et al. [11] (Figure 3 ). Results showed a good hot surface between present study and Talebi et agreement with theoretical concept. To study the mesh al. [14] at Re=100, Ra=1.47×10 independency, the average Nusselt number on the hot obstacle was chose for case with Ri=0.1 and S =0.75 * ( Table 2 ). The mesh resolution of 200×200 was selected for all cases in accordance with the obtained results. convection raised). Figure 5 shows that recirculation zone formed at the left-top side of the obstacle, when hot obstacle located at the center of the cavity (S =0.5). Another effect of increasing natural convection effect The local Nusselt number on the hot surfaces of was to make recirculation power weaker that caused obstacle that has shown in Figure 7 indicated the heat decreasing of recirculation zone effect on the isotherms transfer from each grid at the hot surfaces. It is clear that lines. Because of the presence of the hot top wall natural the local Nusselt number has maximum value on the hot convection weakened and so isotherm lines between surfaces which has better contact with cold flow. It was bottom surface of obstacle and bottom wall of cavity predictable that in each case local Nusselt was maximum aggregate near the obstacle bottom surfaceas Richardson at the zone in which cold water contacted to the hot number increased.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mix
surface. By Locating hot obstacle in the bottom section of When hot obstacle moves to downward no the cavity at Ri=0.1 the start point of the obstacle that considerable change occurs on the isotherm lines by touched the recirculation zone (d) had maximum Nusselt increasing Richardson number. This changeless was number. Cold water contacted the upper surface of distinct for Richardson number augmentation from 1 to 10 obstacle and led to increase local Nusselt number at this (Figures 5 and 6 ). When obstacle located at the center of surface. At higher Richardson number as natural effect the cavity, symmetrization of isotherm lines overhead the increase, local Nusselt number at all surfaces were almost obstacle, by increasing Richardson number, demonstrated equal. When obstacle located at the center and force that in this region dominant heat transfer mechanism convection dominating (Ri=0.1), upper cold water reached changed from force convection to natural one ( Figure 5) . the obstacle at point c. at that position top and right By locating hot obstacle at the bottom section of the surfaces of obstacle had least Nusselt number because of enclosure as shown in Figure 6 
